Los Alamos
NATIONAL LABORATORY
EST. 1943

Environmental Protection Division
Water Quality & RCRA Group (ENV-RCRA)
P.O. Box 1663, Mail Stop K490
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545
(505) 667-0666/FAX: (505) 667-5224

Date: May 19, 2008
Refer To: ENV-RCRA-08-096

Mr. James Valdez
Hazardous Waste Bureau
New Mexico Environment Department
2905 Rodeo Park Drive East, Building 1
Santa Fe, NM 87505

Dear Mr. Valdez:

SUBJECT: CHANGES TO THE 2007 BIENNIAL HAZARDOUS WASTE REPORT

In our telephone conversation of May 02, 2008, we discussed the following changes to the report:

1) Page 00029: Please change the form code to "W001" and change the waste description to read "LAB PACKS WITH NO ACUTE HAZARDOUS WASTE FROM DISCARDING OFF-SPECIFICATION/OUT OF DATE CHEMICAL/PRODUCTS".

2) Page 00124: Please change the form code to "W004", and change the waste description to "LAB PACKS WITH ACUTE HAZARDOUS WASTE FROM DISCARDING OFF-SPECIFICATION/OUT OF DATE CHEMICAL/PRODUCTS".

3) Page 00464: Please change the form code to "W004", and change the waste description to "LAB PACKS WITH ACUTE HAZARDOUS WASTE FROM DISCARDING OFF-SPECIFICATION/OUT OF DATE CHEMICAL/PRODUCTS".

4) Page 00465: Please change the form code to "W004", and change the waste description to "LAB PACKS WITH ACUTE HAZARDOUS WASTE FROM DISCARDING OFF-SPECIFICATION/OUT OF DATE CHEMICAL/PRODUCTS".

If you have any questions, please contact Greg Erpenbeck at (505) 667-1522.

Sincerely,

Anthony R. Grieggs
Group Leader
Water Quality & RCRA Group (ENV-RCRA)
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